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About Arena Hospitality Group
Arena Hospitality Group is one of the most dynamic hospitality groups in 
Central and Eastern Europe currently offering a portfolio of 26 properties 
in Croatia, Germany and Hungary; all of them in major gateway cities and 

regional centres, and in extraordinary locations in Croatia. The group 
manages four different brands: Park Plaza® Hotels & Resorts, art’otel®, Arena 

Hotels & Apartments and Arena Campsites. Our properties are winners of 
numerous awards from key travel stakeholders. Our values are inwrought in 

40 years of success in the tourism industry during which we always strived to 
provide a memorable experience to our guests.
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More than a thousand 
islands, rich cultural heritage, 
preserved nature
Croatia is a small European country situated on the north of the Mediterra-
nean Basin. A country with a rich cultural and historical heritage with many 
sites and traditions listed on UNESCO’s World Heritage and Intangible Cul-
ture lists. One of these sites, the Old City of Dubrovnik became world-known 
as the most famous fantasy kingdom capitals – King’s Landing. But not only Cro-
atian man-made heritage is fairytale-like; nature is also something that seems 
to be coming from a dreamland. Almost two thousand kilometres of indented 
coastline along the clear Adriatic Sea speckled with more than a thousand 
islands and islets make the Croatian coast surprisingly beautiful, while moun-
tains, lakes and waterfalls make the hinterland wondrous, too. We invite you 
to discover it all.

Istria
Istria is a heart-shaped peninsula surrounded by the Adriatic Sea on 

the northwest of Croatia. Dubbed as Terra Magica since the Roman 
times, Istria offers an experience of an authentic way of living 

respectful of nature and its seasons. With a mild Mediterranean 
climate and more than two thousand hours of sunshine in a year, 

Istria is beautiful the whole year-round. Here, you are always 
close to the peaceful inland known as Green Istria, and the 

lively coast – Blue Istria. Inland Istria is full of picturesque 
medieval hilltop villages, vineyards, olive groves and 

family farmhouse restaurants offering authentic Istrian 
dishes; while the eventful coast offers a variety of 

beaches – rocky, pebbly, secluded or filled with water 
activities, Michelin-recommended restaurants with 

fresh seafood delicacies and open-air festivals.

Medulin
Medulin is a pearl of Istria’s tourism located on its very 

south, about ten kilometres from Pula. Recognized 
for decades by guests from all over Europe, it has 

transformed from a small fishing village to a lively 
touristic centre bursting with life all summer 

long. Medulin has something to offer for 
everyone. There is an abundance of concerts, 

folklore evenings, restaurants, beach bars 
and clubs, and many opportunities for 

sports activities, from windsurfing, 
mountain biking, diving to water skiing 

and sky diving. Come and discover 
the vibrant heart of Istria’s tourism.

CROATIA

Pula
Three thousand-year-old Pula, the largest 
urban centre of Istria, is a Mediterranean town 
located on the south of the Istrian peninsula, it 
is known for its pleasant climate and exceptionally 
indented coastline. Pristine beaches, pebbled coves 
and wild rocky shores with the tame inland landscape, 
alternate with the streets of the city, luring you to take 
a trip through layers of history. Pula is a magical place 
with hundred faces and a mysterious past, a city of ancient 
myths, whose beginnings fade in the haze of history. From 
the magnificent ancient amphitheatre, locally known as 
Arena, to the streets and squares constructed in the days of the 
Roman Empire, the city is a centre of numerous manifestations 
and events.
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ABOUT US
Arena Hospitality Group campsites are located in prestigious locations of two 
Istrian tourist centres Pula and Medulin, both of exceptional natural and cultur-
al-historical value. They are situated along the very south of the Istrian penin-
sula, stretching from the Brijuni National Park in the west, all the way to a pic-
turesque Medulin Bay and Cape Kamenjak on the south. Discover the beauty of 
a pleasant Mediterranean climate, the magic of the crystal-blue sea and tame 
green landscape. Experience the joy of living and resting in the oases of peace 
where everyone lives in harmony with nature.

www.arenacampsites.com

Arena Premium 
Campsites
Arena Premium Campsites feature beachfront 
locations immersed in Mediterranean nature, 
premium accommodation with modern interi-
ors, a variety of facilities from restaurants and 
beach bars to unique open-air wellness cen-
tres, tailor-made activities for all ages, and a 
devoted, guest-oriented service guaranteed 
by our decades of experience in hospitality. 
Arena Premium Campsites offer a modern 
way of camping, where the contemporary is 
entwined with nature.

Arena 
Campsites
Arena Campsites offer an expe-
rience of camping in preserved 
natural surroundings of fra-
grant Mediterranean nature, 
along the coastline of south 
Istria. Beachfront locations with 
stunning views of islets, pen-
insulas and bays not far from 
touristic and urban centres of-
fer guests an opportunity to 
reconnect with nature free of 
the hustle and bustle of every-
day life. An authentic camping 
experience in 100% nature.
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Open-air concerts, unique film festivals, 
gourmet events
When in Istria, don’t miss the opportunity to experience some of the many events offering an 
insight into the Istrian culture, gastronomy, folk traditions or simply good entertainment. 
The sixth-largest Roman amphitheatre in the world and one of the most preserved – the 
Pula Arena, makes the perfect summer stage hosting various concerts and festivals. Pula 
Film Festival takes place every July for more than 60 years in various locations around the 
city, but the truly unique experience is to enjoy one of the festival films under the starry sky 
in the ancient Arena. If you’re a foodie, make sure to visit some of the gourmet events cele-
brating the best of Istrian flavours such as the olive oil, wine or truffles.

EVENTS
Spectacvla antiqva -  Amphitheatre

Spectacvla antiqva - Augustus Temple

Visualia Festival - Pula

Pula Film Festival - Amphitheatre

Rock&Stars festival - Cave RomaneHook and Cook festival - Medulin Bay

Croatia Bike Week - Amphitheatre
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Cycle, dive, surf, hike, paddle and discover
If you are an adventurous traveller that loves to explore while being active, Istria offers a 
variety of possibilities on water and land. To make the most of your seaside holiday, you 
can learn new skills such as windsurfing and diving, or enjoy something simpler such as SUP 
(stand up paddling) and kayaking. If you prefer firm ground under your feet along with an 
inspiring view of the sea, cycling and hiking are great ideas. Many trails along the coast offer 
a healthy way to unwind in the great outdoors while soaking up the warm Istrian sun and the 
fragrant Mediterranean aromas of the sea and the vegetation.

SPORTS
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Adventurous experience or a 
laid-back excursion
Sometimes the best way to get to know something is to hear a story. And there 
are great stories hidden in many corners of Istria, guarding millenniums of his-
tory and tradition. Take a trip to magnificent Brijuni Islands, a national park, 
an oasis of flora and fauna and a holiday retreat since Roman times. Discover 
marvellous Venice, the floating city, on a day trip or avoid the hustle and in-
dulge yourself with a private yacht cruise. Take a walk through the layers of 
Pula’s history and immerse into ancient times with the help of virtual reality. 
Our atisitria tourist agency will help you find the stories you’re craving to hear.

EXCURSIONS

www.atistria.com
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The new way of 
camping 
When camping in Arena Premium Campsites, 
you don’t have to give up the comfort to recon-
nect with nature. Our fully equipped, air-condi-
tioned, contemporarily designed camping homes 
and glamping tents provide a home away from 
home with a beach in your front yard and pine 
trees in your back yard. Enjoy the fresh air, the 
warm sunshine, the fragrant mix of Mediterranean 
vegetation and the Adriatic Sea with selected fa-
cilities at your fingertips.

Discover a new way of camping with Arena One 99 
Glamping, our award-winning exclusive resort en-

tirely devoted to glamping. Arena One 99 Glamp-
ing is place for relaxing, resetting and enjoying na-
ture with all the comforts of modern living.

Experience camping in our new Arena Grand 
Kažela Campsite, one of the largest campsites 
in Croatia that stretches along more than two 
kilometres of Adriatic coastline. Enjoy a variety 
of facilities and amenities essential for a modern 
camping vacation.

Arena Premium Campsites specially designed 
facilities and activities will elevate your camping 
vacation to the next level. Taste excellent Istrian 
wines, premium coffee and innovative cocktails. 
Indulge yourself with a unique open-air wellness 
experience. Have fun, learn new skills and discov-
er the destination with our tailor-made activities.

ARENA ONE 99 GLAMPING 
ARENA GRAND KAŽELA CAMPSITE

Arena One 99 Glamping

Arena Grand Kažela Campsite Arena Grand Kažela Campsite

Arena One 99 Glamping

ARENA PREMIUM CAMPSITES
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Mediterranean flavours, refreshing 
cocktails, gourmet coffee
Enjoy Mediterranean flavours with a soothing sea view. Have a seat at our 
Beach Bar Green located on the Arena One 99 Glamping’s coastline and 
cheer up your taste buds with a breakfast by the sea, trendy burgers for lunch 
or show-cooking in the evening. Try cocktails inspired by nature and explore 
the surrounding restaurants offering Mediterranean flavours. Relax in one of 
our pool bars in Arena Grand Kažela Campsite, and enjoy a family meal in one 
of the campsite restaurants with a panoramic view of the Adriatic Sea and 
the charming Medulin Bay. Awaken your spirit with an Italian espresso, daily 
fresh cakes and the best Croatian ice cream at illy Caffè shops found in all our 
premium campsites.

GASTRO
ARENA PREMIUM CAMPSITES
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Four elements and five senses 
wellness experience
Bring your soul, body and mind in harmony in our SPA One4You unique open-
air wellness concept located in the privacy of lush Mediterranean vegetation 
on the top of the peninsula where Arena One 99 Glamping is situated. This 
unique spa and wellness centre, designed and created in accordance with na-
ture and the concept of the four elements – earth, air, water and fire, will revive 
all your senses. Awaken the romance under the starry sky while relaxing in 
open-air hot tubs and detoxify your body in a sauna with a view of the pines. 
Guest staying at Arena Grand Kažela Campsite can enjoy the services of the 
wellness and spa centre of the nearby Park Plaza Belvedere Medulin hotel.

SPA & WELLNESS
ARENA PREMIUM CAMPSITES
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Feel, explore, discover
Join our friendly A2 animation team and feel, explore and discover more on your 
camping vacation with carefully designed activities for kids, teens and adults. 
Arena Premium Campsites feature special zones created for spending quality 
time with opportunities for entertainment, learning and exercising. Wake-up with 
a morning yoga class; see a movie in an open-air screening and discover Istria’s 
pristine nature on a bike, kayak or SUP in one of our guided tours. Both of our 
premium campsites have a windsurfing station within the camping grounds, so you  
can take the opportunity to learn or perfect your windsurfing skills and experience 
the feeling of freedom while surfing on the Adriatic Sea.

ENTERTAINMENT
ARENA PREMIUM CAMPSITES
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ALL TENTS AMENITIES

• air conditioning

• LCD Flat screen TV + IPTV

• bathroom with shower and hairdryer

• safe box

• complimentary Wi-Fi

• parking space

• electric car transfer

First opened in 2018, as a completely re-
invented space, Arena One 99 Glamping 
is an exclusive resort entirely devoted 
to glamping. Situated on a tip of a small 
peninsula deep inside the calm Medulin 
Bay, this glamping resort is a luxury oa-
sis tucked in a fragrant pine forest.

Located only eight kilometres south 
of the largest city and urban centre of 
Istria – Pula, and with a pedestrian bridge 
connecting to the opposite shore of the 
protected landscape of Cape Kamen-
jak, possibilities of exploring the Istrian 
nature and culture are within easy reach.

Arena One 99 Glamping is a place for 
relaxing, resetting and enjoying nature 
with all the comforts of modern living. 
Our fully equipped, air-conditioned 
glamping tents offer a home away from 
home just a few steps from the Adriatic 
Sea.

Rejuvenate in unique open-air wellness 
with birds and bees softly singing and 
buzzing in the background. Learn to surf 
in the calm winds of the Pomer Bay with 
the professional help of a windsurfing 
champion. Enjoy Istrian wines and Med-
iterranean flavours with the sparkling 
sea before your eyes. Let your kids play, 
explore and learn in a safe car-free en-
vironment with our friendly animation 
team, while you soak up the sun on the 
tame pebbly Pomer beach. All this and 
much more awaits you in Arena One 99 
Glamping.

FACILITIES
• a-la carte restaurants
• lounge and beach bars
• outdoor wellness & fitness, yoga & 

well-being platform
• sauna, hot tubs and tent for 

massages
• windsurfing centre
• SUP
• jogging & bike trail
• kids club & beach area
• free rent-a-bike within the resort
• electric car tranfers within the 

resort
• grocery store
• vehicle-free resort

ARENA PREMIUM CAMPSITES

A Pomer 26 b, HR 52203 Medulin

TEL +385 (0)52 573 746

FAX +385 (0)52 573 748

arenaone99@arenacampsites.com 

AWARDS
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Amenities 

Area: 13 m2 + terrace 6 m2

Capacity: Up to 2 persons

Rooms: One double room

Mini refrigerator and ILLY espresso machine

Amenities 

Area: 28 m2 + gallery 8 m2 + terrace 10 m2

Capacity: Up to 6 persons

Rooms: One double room + one twin 
bedroom on the ground floor + one double 
room in the gallery

Kitchenette with microwave and refrigerator, 
induction hob, coffee machine and ILLY 
espresso machine

Amenities 

Area: 22 m2  + gallery 8 m2 + terrace 8 m2

Capacity: Up to 4 persons

Rooms: One double room on the ground floor 
+ one double room in the gallery

Kitchenette with microwave and refrigerator, 
induction hob, coffee machine and ILLY 
espresso machine

Amenities 

Area: 25 m2 + terrace 13 m2 + gallery 12 m2

Capacity: Up to 4 persons

Rooms: One double room + two single beds 
in the gallery

Kitchenette with microwave and refrigerator, 
induction hob, coffee machine and ILLY 
espresso machine

MINI LODGE THREE BEDROOM SAFARI TENT TWO BEDROOM SAFARI TENT TWO BEDROOM LODGE TENT

ARENA PREMIUM CAMPSITES
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Amenities 

Area: 35 m2 + terrace 15 m2

Capacity: Up to 6 persons

Rooms: One double room + one room with 
two bunk beds

Kitchenette with microwave and refrigerator, 
induction hob, coffee machine and ILLY 
espresso machine

TWO BEDROOM TENT

Amenities 

Area: 19 m2 + terrace with seating area and 
outdoor Jacuzzi

Capacity: Up to 2 persons

Rooms: One double room

Kitchenette with microwave and refrigerator, 
induction hob, coffee machine and ILLY 
espresso machine

ADRIATIC SUITE

ARENA PREMIUM CAMPSITES
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Arena Grand Kažela Campsite is one 
of the largest campsites in Croatia 
that stretches along two kilometres of 
Adriatic coastline. It is situated on the 
very south of the Istrian peninsula, in 
a tranquil location close to some of 
the best beaches in Istria, and about 
two kilometres from lively Medulin and 
twelve kilometres from the urban cen-
tre of Istria – Pula.

The campsite features two kilometres 
of rocky and pebbly beaches, spa-
cious sunbathed pitches and new fully 
equipped camping homes. Panoramic 
views of picturesque Cape Kamenjak, 
Medulin Bay and its scattered islets 
unfold from almost every corner of 
the campsite. On a clear day, even the 
miles away Cres and Lošinj Islands can 
be seen.

Fully renovated to provide a modern 
camping holiday of a high standard, 
this previous partially naturist camp-
site, will start the season 2020 as a 
textile only campsite. Modern facili-
ties including a family area with a pool 
complex and a huge water slide, kids’ 
& teens’ entertainment tents and 
playground, beachfront restaurants 
and pool bars, a sports’ bar offering a 
variety of sports equipment for rent, 
and even the longest pool in Croa-
tia, among many others, make Arena 
Grand Kažela a truly modern beach-
front camping resort perfect for a 
carefree family holiday in the Mediter-
ranean outdoors.

FACILITIES
• central pool with children area 

with water slide
• infinity pool with pool bar
• massage
• restaurants & bars
• grocery store and newsstand
• exchange office and souvenir shop 
• water sport and surfing school
• beach volleyball, table tennis, 

outdoor fitness and tennis courts
• walking, jogging and bike trails
• small boat rental, rental of bicycles 

and pedal boats
• dog playground

ARENA PREMIUM CAMPSITES

AWARDS

A Kapovica 350, HR 52203 Medulin

TEL +385 (0)52 577 277

FAX +385 (0)52 576 448

arenagrandkazela@arenacampsites.com 
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Pitches: 1230 spacious pitches - new 75 luxury 
& spacious pitches with water, electricity and 
sewage 
Camping homes: 209 new luxury Camping 
Homes (Camping Villa, Camping Home Green, 
Camping Home Next)
Entertainment and animation: daily and 
evening animation for children
Other: wellness and spa centre of the nearby 
Park Plaza Belvedere Medulin hotel, free Wi-Fi, 
tourist train, rich excursion program

Amenities 

Area: 40 m2 + terrace 25 m2

Capacity: up to 5 persons

Air conditioning, living room, LCD Flat screen 
TV + IPTV, safe box

Fully equipped kitchenette with refrigerator, 
induction hob, microwave and coffee machine

Rooms: one bedroom with double bed 
(160x200 cm); one bedroom with bunk bed 
(bottom bed 140x195 cm, upper bed 80x195 
cm)

2 bathrooms with shower and hairdryer

CAMPING VILLA

Amenities 

Area: 37 m2 + terrace 25 m2

Capacity: up to 5 persons

Air conditioning, Living room with sofa bed 
for one person, LCD Flat screen TV + IPTV, 
safe box

Fully equipped kitchenette with refrigerator, 
Induction hob, microwave and coffee machine

Rooms: 2 bedrooms; one bedroom with 
double bed (160x200 cm) and one bedroom 
with two single beds (80x195 cm)

2 bathrooms with shower and hairdryer

CAMPING HOME GREEN

Amenities 

Area: 30 m2 + terrace 20 m2

Capacity: up to 5 persons

Air conditioning, Living room with sofa bed 
for one person, LCD Flat screen TV + IPTV, 
safe box

Fully equipped kitchenette with refrigerator, 
Induction hob, microwave and coffee machine

Rooms: 2 bedrooms; one bedroom with 
double bed (160x190 cm) and one bedroom 
with two single beds (80x190 cm)

2 bathrooms with shower and hairdryer

CAMPING HOME NEXT

ARENA PREMIUM CAMPSITES
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Amenities 

Area: 120 m2 and more

Capacity: up to 8 persons

Electricity supply, water supply

Camper or caravan + car or car + tent

Numbered pitches

Amenities 

Area: 120 m2 and more

Capacity: up to 8 persons

Electricity supply, water supply, sewage

Camper or caravan + car or car + tent

Numbered pitches

PREMIUM & SUPERIOR PITCHESLUXURY CAMPING PITCHES

ARENA PREMIUM CAMPSITES
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Book your camping holiday 
at the best price!

www.arenacampsites.com

Share your perfect holiday 
moments on Instagram 

and Facebook using 
hashtags #ArenaMoments 

& #ArenaCampsites and get 
featured. 

Follow Arena Campsites on

Enjoy exclusive benefits and discounts from the 
moment you join. Visit arenacampsites.com and 
become a member of Arena Rewards loyalty 
club.

www.arenacampsites.com

Visit arenacampsites.com and discover and book attractive offers for 
holidays in our campsites in Pula and Medulin.



Authentic campsites in pure 
nature
Nature provided the entire southern Istria, where Arena Campsites are located, 
with a Mediterranean climate of warm summers and mild winters. With more 
than two-thirds of sunny days per year, our campsites have an abundance of 
sunshine. Here, the camping season starts with the first sunny days of April and 
lasts until November – seven months of pure magic. Our beachfront campsites 
are fully immersed in Mediterranean nature but still close to the largest Istrian 
city – Pula, and various charming former fishing villages, today transformed as 
lively touristic centres, such as Medulin and Premantura. 

OUR CAMPSITES

 ARENA STOJA CAMPSITE 

 ARENA MEDULIN CAMPSITE

 ARENA INDIJE CAMPSITE

 ARENA STUPICE CAMPSITE

 ARENA RUNKE CAMPSITE

 ARENA TAŠALERA CAMPSITE

ARENA 
CAMPSITES

Arena Tašalera Campsite

Arena Medulin Campsite Arena Stoja Campsite

Arena Runke CampsiteArena Stupice CampsiteArena Indije Campsite
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Natural oasis close to the heart of ancient Pula
Arena Stoja Campsite is situated on a small peninsula in 3.000-year-old city of Pula. The 
campsite offers pitches, mobile homes and glamping tents in both bright sunshine and mild 
shade. Being located on a peninsula, the campsite is surrounded by beaches – rocky ones for 
nature lovers, cliffs for adventurers and tame pebbly for families with children.

To keep all your needs satisfied there is a small grocery store, a family-owned restaurant, a 
beach bar offering spectacular views of sunsets over the Adriatic Sea and various sports 
activities to choose from without having to leave the campsite grounds. When camping at 
Arena Stoja, you can enjoy the best of both worlds – the culture of easily accessible Pula and 
the peacefulness of the Mediterranean.

Pitches: 714 spacious pitches (with 
the surface of 60-120 m2) with 
electricity connections

Glamping: 5 luxury glamping tents 
- one double room on the ground 
floor, one double room with terrace 
in the gallery, air conditioning,  
kitchenette with microwave, 
refrigerator, induction hob, coffee 
machine and kettle, bathroom with 
shower and hairdryer, LCD flat 
screen TV, safe box

Mobile homes: 127 mobile homes 
(for max 5 persons) of 24 m2, with air 
conditioning, SAT TV, terrace and a 
parking place

Entertainment and animation: 
kids playground, daily and evening 
animation for children

Other: free Wi-Fi, rich excursion 
program, bus station connecting the 
camp with the city centre and local 
villages

Facilities

• restaurant
• bar
• grocery store
• exchange office
• souvenir shop
• news stand
• massage
• sports fields: basketball court, 

beach volley, badminton, walking 
trails, miniature golf course, table 
tennis, games for children, diving 
centre with a diving school

• barbeque area
• pet shower & dog-friendly beach 

in a small part of the campsite

LOCATION
ADDRESS: Stoja 37, 52100 Pula
N: 44° 51’ 25.974”, E: 13° 48’ 50.812”
CONTACT
TEL +385 (0)52 387 144
E-MAIL: arenastoja@arenacampsites.com

Awards & 
certifications

STOJA CAMPSITE

Tourist 
agency
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Two peninsulas immersed in Medulin Bay
Located next to the heart of lively Medulin, once a small fishing village, today a thriving touristic 
one, Arena Medulin Campsite is situated on two small peninsulas connected by a narrow pas-
sage. Deep inside the calm Medulin Bay and covered with fragrant pines, the campsite offers 
an active camping holiday in nature with a variety of entertainment and sports options at hand. 
With more than three kilometres of the coastline, there are beaches for every taste, even a long 
sandy one with safe shallow waters perfect for families with small children. The campsite offers 
amazing views of the Medulin archipelago, its small islands, Cape Kamenjak and the nearby 
marina. Guests can choose from the accommodation on pitches and in mobile homes, and take 
advantage of a small tourist port. There is a large Family Park located at the campsite entrance 
where the whole family can enjoy a day filled with fun and adrenaline.

Pitches: 949 pitches (with the 
surface of 60-120 m2) with electricity 
connection

Mobile homes: 121 mobile homes 
(for max 5 persons) of 24 m2, with air 
conditioning, SAT TV, terrace and a 
parking place

Entertainment and animation: daily 
and evening animation for children, 
discotheque

Other: free Wi-Fi, tourist train, rich 
excursion program

Facilities

• restaurants
• bars on the coast
• grocery store
• exchange office
• souvenir shop
• news stand
• surfing school and diving centre
• small boat rental
• rental of bicycles and pedal boats
• other water sports
• water slide
• in the immediate vicinity tennis, 

volleyball and mini-golf courts

LOCATION
ADDRESS: Osipovica 30, 52203 Medulin
N: 44° 48’ 48.435”, E: 13° 55’ 49.220”
CONTACT
TEL +385 (0)52 572 801
E-MAIL: arenamedulin@arenacampsites.com

MEDULIN CAMPSITE

Awards & 
certifications

Tourist 
agency
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Stunning views next to the Cape Kamenjak 
Between the exquisite protected landscape of Upper and Lower Kamenjak, next to Preman-
tura village and only twelve kilometres for the urban centre of Pula, Arena Stupice Campsite 
found its place. In a safe embrace of an old pine forest and the endless blue of the Adriatic 
Sea, the campsite stands out with its small coves and rocky and pebbly beaches that gradually 
descend towards the sea. Along with a soothing view of the Medulin Bay islets, on a clear day, 
even Cres Island can be observed, the largest of more than a thousand Croatian islands. Guests 
can choose to camp in bright sunshine or mild shade, on pitches or in mobile homes. Within 
the camping ground, there is a windsurfing school, as well as the possibility to rent various 
sports equipment, perfect for exploring the nearby Cape Kamenjak and its marvellous nature.

Pitches: 1000 pitches (with the 
surface of 60-120 m2) with electricity 
connection

Mobile homes: 111 mobile homes 
(for max 5 persons) of 24 m2 and air 
conditioning, terrace and a parking 
place

Entertainment and animation: daily 
and evening animation for children

Other: free Wi-Fi, rich excursion 
program

Facilities

• restaurants
• bars
• pizzeria
• grocery store
• exchange office
• news stand
• multifunctional playground, beach 

volley, surfing school, small boat 
rental, rental of bicycles and pedal 
boats, other water sports

LOCATION
ADDRESS: Selo 250, 52203 Medulin 
(Premantura)
N: 44° 49’ 8.115”, E: 13° 54’ 5.002”
CONTACT
TEL +385 (0)52 575 111
E-MAIL: arenastupice@arenacampsites.com

STUPICE CAMPSITE

Awards & 
certifications

Tourist 
agency
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Relaxing camping vacation by the sea
Arena Indije Campsite is a quiet, family-oriented campsite situated on a small peninsula 
overlooking the nearby small islands, Verudela peninsula and Soline Bay. The campsite is 
located a short drive away from the largest town in Istria – Pula, and a short walk away from 
the nearby Banjole village. Fragrant pine trees cover a third of this peninsula, so guests can 
choose to camp in dense forest, mild shade or bright sunshine.

With a kilometre of the coastline surrounding the campsite and rocky beaches descending 
towards the sea directly from the pine forest, everyone can find their private sunbathing spot. 
For guests who wish to enjoy the sea to its fullest, there is a possibility of mooring small boats 
and taking a diving course within the camping ground.

Pitches: 399 pitches (with the 
surface of 60-120 m2) with electricity 
connection

Mobile homes: 72 mobile homes 
(for max 5 persons) of 24 m2, with air 
conditioning, terrace and a parking 
place

Entertainment and animation: daily 
and evening animation for children 

Other: free Wi-Fi, rich excursion 
program

Facilities

• two restaurants
• grocery store
• news stand
• exchange office
• children’s playground
• rental of boats, pedal boats and 

bicycles, diving centre

LOCATION
ADDRESS: Indije 96, 52203 Medulin 
(Banjole)
N: 44° 49’ 25.800”, E: 13° 51’ 2.104”
CONTACT
TEL +385 (0)52 573 066
E-MAIL: arenaindije@arenacampsites.com

INDIJE CAMPSITE

Awards & 
certifications

Tourist 
agency

4746



Small, intimate campsite immersed in nature
Arena Runke Campsite is a small and intimate campsite located on the southern part of Istria, 
on Kamenjak peninsula, next to the Premantura village. Four hectares of beachfront land 
covered with fragrant dense pine forest give this campsite a feel of intimacy. Surrounded by 
the clear and safe Adriatic Sea, guests can enjoy Arena Runke’s rocky coastline overlooking 
the picturesque Medulin Bay.

Within the campsite there is a small grocery shop and a restaurant, and next to it there is a 
small port for mooring boats and an excellent diving school. Come and inhale the salty sea 
air, the invigorating fragrance of the Mediterranean forest, and be entwined with nature.  

Pitches: 247 pitches (with the 
surface of 60-120 m2) with electricity 
connection 

Other: free Wi-Fi, rich excursion 
program

Facilities

• restaurant
• bar
• grocery store
• walking and running tracks
• diving center
• tennis court (hard surface)

LOCATION
ADDRESS: Runke bb, 52203 Medulin 
(Premantura)
N: 44° 48’ 29.353”, E: 13° 55’ 2.258”
CONTACT
TEL +385 (0)52 575 022
E-MAIL: arenarunke@arenacampsites.com

RUNKE CAMPSITE

Tourist 
agency

4948



Fragrant pine forest by the Adriatic Sea
Arena Tašalera Campsite is a small and friendly, 100% natural campsite immersed in the 
preserved surroundings of the Medulin Bay. Located in the southern part of Istria, the camp-
site is eight kilometres away from largest Istrian city – Pula and only one kilometer from the 
touristic village Premantura. 

The campsite offers pitches and mobile homes on nine hectares of land mostly covered with 
a lush pine forest, and a sunny lawn facing the Adriatic Sea, the perfect spot for all guest 
coming with a trailer. A rocky beach stretches along the campsite’s coastline, while the nearby 
Cape Kamenjak offers a variety of coves, pebbled beaches and cliffs. Next to the campsite 
there is a small port for mooring boats and a diving school.

Pitches: 333 pitches with electrical 
connections 

Mobile homes: 5 mobile homes with 
air-conditioning, SAT TV and parking 
spot 

Other: free Wi-Fi, rich excursion 
programme

Facilities

• children’s playground
• small marina
• beach volleyball
• grocery store
• restaurant

LOCATION
ADDRESS: Runjačica 1B, 52203 Medulin 
(Premantura)
N: 44° 48’ 51.490”, E: 13° 54’ 45.427”
CONTACT
TEL +385 (0)52 575 555
E-MAIL: arenatasalera@arenacampsites.com

TAŠALERA CAMPSITE

Tourist 
agency

5150



Enjoy exclusive benefits and 
discounts from the moment you 
join. Visit arenacampsites.com 
and become a member of Arena 
Rewards loyalty club.

Arena Hospitality Group
Smareglina 3

52100 Pula, Croatia

info@arenacampsites.com

www.arenacampsites.com

Follow Arena Campsites on


